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rate  coefficients,  and the concentration of  the species  involved in the reaction such that,  for
example,   A+B→C   can  be  described  by  
d [C ]
dt
=k [ A ][B] .  The  use  of   this   simple  yet
essential concept is so widespread that it is taught across the educational spectrum and has been
applied to every scientific discipline. However, it is key to point out that this method is based on
an   intrinsic   assumption   that   the   process   is   memoryless   and   hence   the   probability   density
function, that is the distribution of possible reaction times, follows an exponential decay. This
assumption  is  generally  valid  but   it   is  questionable under  certain  circumstances   that  will  be
detailed herein. In this article, we aim to show that in radical polymerizations, particularly in







polymer.1–12  Transfer   to  polymer   in   acrylic  monomers  has  been  shown  to  be  mainly  due   to
intramolecular   transfer   via   a   six   membered   ring   transition   state,   resulting   in   a   mid   chain
radical.13–17  In general, for most polymerizations which are conducted at a temperature of <100




cause   for   the   inability   to   accurately  measure   the  propagation   rate   coefficient,  kp  of   acrylic
monomers by pulsed laser polymerization except for at low temperatures, where backbiting is
significantly   reduced,4,20–22  and,   additionally,   the   reason   why   the   measurement   of  kp  in   the
absence of backbiting results in a value that  is unable to describe polymerization kinetics in
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where   [ R2
¿ ]   and   [ R3
¿ ]   are   the   concentrations   of   the   secondary   and   tertiary   radicals,
respectively. Under quasi steady state conditions 
k p3 [ R3





k p [ M ]+kbb
(3)
which predicts an instantaneous branching fraction independent of any additional factors.
















most   of   the   backbiting   occurs   at   high   monomer   conversions.   Figure   1   also   presents   the
normalized probability density functions applied in classical kinetics for propagation (squares,
pp(t)=  kp[M]   exp(­kp[M]t))   and   backbiting   (circles,  pbb(t)=  kbb  exp(­kbbt))   at   high   and   low
conversions. It can be seen that the probability density functions vary along the process.



















is  useful   for   interpreting  results   from polymerization  of  acrylic  monomers  both  in  bulk and
6






high   frequency   pulse   is   used,   thus   suggesting   branching   can   be   limited   at   high   frequency




For   controlled   radical   polymerization   it   was   initially   postulated   that   the   differences   in   the
























poly(n­butyl   acrylate)   synthesized  by  ATRP.  Furthermore,   they  demonstrated   that  ATRP  is
highly efficient in chain extension from midchain bromides by using a poly(n­butyl acrylate­co­



















is   smaller   than   the   timescale   for   backbiting.37  However,   in   that   work   unrealistic   Gaussian
probability density functions for the reactions were used.
In   this   work,   competitive   reactions   are   rigorously   analyzed   under   conditions   in   which   the
reaction time approaches the characteristic time of the slower reaction, and it is shown that a
reduction in the rate of the slower process relative to faster processes is characteristic of these





effects   and   finally   show   its   application   to   explain   experimental   data,   showing   changes   in
9
branching   fraction   in   acrylic   polymers   synthesized   by   RAFT   polymerization.   We   finally
speculate   on   some   further   areas   where   the   model   may   be   useful   to   explain   preexisting,
apparently   unexplained,   data   and   how   it   may   be   applied   for   synthesis   of   macromolecular
architectures with a higher degree of specificity than is currently possible.
Model Development




the   instantaneous   branching   fraction   (Equation   3)   is   not   affected   by   the   presence   of   other
competitive processes. Reactions are stochastic processes and it may be argued that the average




At   this  point,  we would   like   to  question   the  validity  of   the  exponential  probability  density
functions   to   represent   real   processes   at   short   times.   An   exponential   probability   density






























(e−k1 t−t e−k2 t ) (4)
This function has the shape shown by the probability distribution function for the time taken to
score a goal in Figure 2. If  the process cycle  is the result of more than two individual sub­









radical   polymerization   of   acrylates   for   example,   a   certain   time   is   needed   to   form   the   six
membered ring transition state for backbiting to occur in radical polymerization of acrylates thus
a hypoexponential type probability distribution may be expected.
In   the   football   example,   the   average   number   of   goals   scored   per   unit   time   is   statistically



























of   acrylic   monomers.   In   a   conventional   radical   polymerization   there   exists   a   competition
between   several   potential   kinetic   events   a   growing   propagating   radical   can   undergo,   most
notably propagation, termination and backbiting. The characteristic time for termination is much
longer  than  that  of propagation and backbiting and therefore  it   is  not  expected  to affect   the
relative   number   of   backbitings   and   propagations.   On   the   other   hand,   in   controlled   radical
polymerization, the introduction of an intermittent deactivation stage imposes an additional event






0<t<t i pi (t )=k i t   (5)
t> ti p i ( t )=k i t iexp (−t−t iτ i )   (6)
where the parameter ki determines the gradient of the initial part of probability density function
up to point  in time  ti  and the parameter  τi  is similar to the rate constant  in classical radical
kinetics, describing the decay of the exponential function in the probability density function after
time ti.  The probability of a reaction having occurred by time t, P(t), is therefore given by
Pi ( t<t i )=∫
0
t
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2 ti τ i+t i
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and the probability distribution can be rewritten as
0<t<t i pi (t )=
2t
2 ti τ i+t i
2   (10)
t> ti p i (t )=
2 ti
2t i τ i+ti




















secondary   radicals   is  kp,int[M],   for   backbiting  kbb,int  and   for   deactivation   of   a   propagating
secondary radical by RAFT agent kadd,int[RAFT]. It is worth discussing the effect of the present
theory   on   the   relationship   between   the   intrinsic   rate   coefficient   and   the   rate   coefficient




of   backbiting,   the   rate   coefficient   is   determined   in   the   presence   of   other   processes   (i.e.
propagation)   then   the   relationship  between   the   intrinsic   and   experimentally  determined   rate

































where  t*=t  ×  kp[M]*;  ti*=ti  ×  kp[M]*   and  ii×  kp[M]*.   Then   the   mean   values   of   the
normalized distributions are  kp[M]*/  kp[M]=1/[M] for propagation,  kp[M]*/kbb,int  for backbiting
and  kp[M]*/  kadd,int[RAFT] for  the addition of secondary radicals   to   the RAFT. Note that for
propagation and deactivation, ti* and are divided by [M] and [RAFT] for different conversions






°C   until   use.   The   initiators,   azobisisobutyronitrile   (AIBN,   Aldrich,   98%)   and   1,1’ ­
17
azobis(cyclohexanecarbonitrile)   (ACHN,   Aldrich,   97%)   and   the   RAFT   agents,   2­
(Dodecylthiocarbonothioylthio)­2­methylpropionic   acid   (DTTC,   Strem,   97%),   methyl   2­












transients   using   single   pulse   excitation,   using   a   5.5   µs   90°   pulse,   inverse   gated   waltz16
decoupling to avoid NOE effects and a relaxation delay of 10 s. Apodization was achieved using




transients was 64 and 256 time increments were recorded in the  13C dimension. The  1JCH  used






















Temperature Solvent [M]  Initiator [Initiator] RAFT [RAFT] Time X fBrb
19
( °C) (mol L­1) (mM) agenta (mM) (h)




DTTC 5.0 0.81 1.71 ± 0.14
DTTC 100 0.69 1.34 ± 0.19
CPTP 9.9 0.72 1.55 ± 0.08
MPCP 12.1 0.70 2.03 ± 0.16
110 Xylene 2.25 ACHN 7.25
­ 0
1
0.82 2.85 ± 0.16
DTTC 4.5 0.80 2.39 ± 0.12
DTTC 33 0.80 1.55 ± 0.08
MPCP 5.4 0.82 3.09 ± 0.12











of   the   linear­exponential  model   that   states   that   if   the  deactivation   time  (which   for  a  RAFT
polymerization   decreases   as  kadd,int[RAFT]   increases)   decreases,   then   the   rate   of   transfer   to



































0.0 6.9 1.82±0.02 1.78a
5 x 10­3 6.9 1.71±0.14 1.73a
100 x 10­3 6.9 1.34±0.19 1.33a
0.0 2.25 2.85±0.16 2.81b
4.5x 10­3 2.25 2.39±0.12 2.44b










linear­exponential   distribution   model   would   also   explain   why   in   both   pulsed   laser
polymerizations and in chain transfer agent mediated polymerizations branching is reduced since







concentrations  of   the  chemical   species   involved.  Figure  5  shows  the  normalized  probability
density distribution for propagation, chain transfer to RAFT agent, and backbiting at low and
high   conversion   for   a   RAFT   solution   polymerization   conducted   at   [M0]=2.25   mol   L­1,




has   a   slower   exponential   decay   (indicating   a   slower   average   rate   of   reaction).   At   high
conversion, the probability density functions for chain transfer to RAFT agent and backbiting are










it   is   an   ill­posed   estimation,   namely   it   presents   more   than   one   solution   as   shown   in   the

























DTLRP) of  vinyl  chloride,   for  example,   it  has  been shown  that  defect   free samples  can be
prepared.44–47 In light of the theory proposed here it may be as a result of the reduced transient
radical   lifetime   that   defects,  which   for  vinyl   chloride  polymerization  are   largely   caused  by
transfer   to  polymer,  are   reduced.   In  addition,   similar  polymerizations  conducted   in  aqueous
media   suggested   that  chain   transfer   to   the  poly(vinyl  alcohol)   stabilizer  employed  does  not
occur.47,48  Given that chain transfer to PVA in conventional radical polymerization of PVC is
extensive and leads to a characteristic skin of the resulting particles, it is clear that the imposition









weight   can   exceed   that   of   free   radical   polymerization45  which   can   only   be   the   case   when







RAFT   polymerizations   when   certain   RAFT   agents   are   used,   particularly   the   highly   active
dithiobenzoates, and the cause of this is the subject of an unresolved debate in the literature.53,54
Figure 6 shows the results   from the Monte Carlo simulations  that  predict   the change in   the
polymerization   rate   for   varying   concentration   of   RAFT   agent   relative   to   the   rate   of
polymerization for a conventional radical polymerization using the parameters estimated for the
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short  lifetime of  the transient radical may cause significant differences in relative rates.  The
application   of   this   single   concept   conveniently   explains   a   number   of   ongoing   debates   and
unexplained phenomena in the field of radical polymerization as summarized in Table 3. In light
of the propsed model, it would appear that polymerization under conditions of high deactivation
rates  may allow for  polymerizations  of   increased  specificity  with  decreased  termination  and





































































































In conclusion,  we have presented a new model  for  the relative reactivity   in   the presence of
competitive processes that shows that under conditions of rapid radical deactivation long scale
processes such as transfer to polymer can be suppressed. This model is particularly useful for
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